BIRD WINGS TAGS

Màquia Serveis Ambientals, pioneer in the design, testing and
manufacture of flexible devices specially adapted for tagging of wildlife
within the different works of research, study and preservation of
wildlife.
Our product line includes equipment
and accessories for the correct
management and also the most
appropriate recollection systems for
each species.

With the bird wing tags wing we try to alleviate the difficulty to identify the
birds in flight, especially during long periods of rest, when PVC rings are hidden
between the pectoral feathers or when the bird positioned backwards the
ornithologist. To solve these setbacks, and through the exchange of
experiences of ornithologists of other countries such as U.S.A., Greece and
Israel, these wing paw tags were designed for the reading of back-ventral DV
Model Pat. 20070022. These wing tags gather of the advantages of the
traditionally wing tags employed. Permit flight readings as humeral tags and
adopt tje fixation system of conventional paw tags. Just like this, our devices
are attached through this membrane which birds and bats have on their wings
and due to limited nerve endings, practically, it do not cause pain to the animal
at the time of drilling.
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Patagial Tags

These requirements are closely linked to their habitat and the environment in
which they feed and reproduce, being essential and have to be taken always
into consideration before choosing the most suitable tagging system. The use
of a color or size wing tagging can interfere seriously in the vital processes and
seriously affect the species which we want to study and protect. Your correct
choice can mean the difference between success and failure of our project or
work.
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